
Creating Fabulous Flavio: 
A Musical Comes to Life 
by Amanda Demastus

T
he lights in the theater dim. You take your seat as the 
bustle and commotion of activity ceases. The chatter 
stops and a hush engulfs the audience. The air is elec-
tric with anticipation. From the shadowed silence the 
first strains of the overture pierce the darkness. The 

music grows louder; increases in intensity.  Curtains open and 
in a burst of exhilarating brilliance, the theater comes alive. The 
actors’ passionate, harmonious voices fill the theater with bold, 
beautiful sound. This is the moment you have been waiting for. 
This is why you come to the theater - to evade reality and escape 
into the story, to be moved by the music. 

After the show you reflect and think, what type of person could 
create such a wonderful piece of art? What kind of mind could 
support the grandeur of the project and not be overwhelmed by 
the enormity of the dream? These are the types of questions that 
often cross my mind after seeing a moving performance. I usu-
ally picture the creators of great works of art as some nebulous 
force not to be grasped or understood, on par with the Muses…
or Rogers and Hammerstein. So when I found out local, Virginia 
born artist, John Carden, had written a musical, my curiosity was 
peaked, I had to know more. 

Once I met John Carden, I could finally see and understand. 
Those creative minds I had pictured in a fog of greatness were 
people too. Here was a face, a real person I could talk to about his 
accomplishments. So who is John Carden and what is the musical 
creation called Fabulous Flavio? This is what I set out to find.

Born and raised in the Northern Neck of Virginia, John Carden 
was no stranger to music. Music had always been a big influence 
in his life, thanks to an artistic family. Carden graduated from 
the North Carolina School of the Arts in Winston Salem. After 
graduating, Carden headed to New York City, and started at the 
Metropolitan Opera. There he specialized in 18th century music 
and made his debut at Carnegie Hall at the age of 24. His next 
adventure was a two and a half year musical tour of Europe before 
returning to the United States. 

Music has always been a passion for John and was something 
that was always swirling around in his head. So, he decided to start 
writing it down. His many encounters in the theater made him 
no stranger to the stage and he felt he was ready to tackle a big,  
creative project. 

John began writing and composing his musical, Fabulous Fla-
vio, in the summer of 2006. He got the idea from an 18th century 
libretto called Flavio Re de’Lombardi (1723) by Nicola Haym. His 
knowledge of 18th century opera made him familiar with the 
archaic Italian of the libretto, so he was able to translate it into 
English. Intrigued by the subject but realizing the text was sparse, 
he decided to start over and make it his own. He did this by creat-
ing a whole new treatment for the play and writing new music. He 
would use the basic skeletal outline of the opera as a guide for his 
form. Carden says this was as much a learning tool for him as it was 
a structural guide. 

For Carden, the story came first. He wanted to make the nar-
rative perfect before tackling the music. Once he had his story, he 
found he could shape the music to the characters in the play. In 
this instance the words came first and the notes followed. “This is 
not always the case,” he said, “sometimes they [the lyrics and the 
music] come at the same time.” He decided to make Flavio into a 
musical and to steer away from its operatic past. “The term ‘opera’ 
is too off-putting,” he said. He wanted the focus of Flavio to be on 
the community and to be accessible to everyone.

The play, set in the times and court of King Flavio, revolves 
around two sets of lovers: one whose story is more tragic, the 
other is more comic. By the end of the play the two sets of stories 
will intertwine and wrap up nicely. He thought this structure 
worked well for the famous musicals Oklahoma and Brigadoon, 
and it could work for him too. 

So how did Carden come up with the characters? His personal 
exposure to the stage and theater helped him picture the charac-
ters. Carden said, “I imagined myself in a room with the character.” 
He would let himself go and the let the character come to him; let 
the character introduce him/herself by listening to what they had 
to say. He wanted the melody of the characters’ music and the 
structure of the story to relate to a theatrical form people knew – 
the musical. 

“Not everyone is abstract,” he said. He found the form and 
structure of the play gave him a sense of freedom in writing rather 
than limiting his creativity. Carden explained that he wanted the 
music to have a rhythmic groove, a pulse or heartbeat. He was 
inspired by this quality in the music of icons such as Cole Porter, 
George Gershwin, and Irving Berlin. He hopes the music of Flavio 
will “make people want to move.”

Perhaps the most important thing in creating a musical, for 
John Carden, was to not have any expectations when going into 
the project. Upon starting the project he had no preconceptions 
about where the play was headed. He did not know if it would 
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make it to the stage at all. It was actually 
by chance Flavio became a reality for the 
young composer.

Though a composer, performer, and 
singer-songwriter by night - and special 
occasions - by day Carden is a salon styl-
ist. (Even his day job reflects the need for 
creativity in his life.) One of his regular cli-
ents, Wendy Austin (wife of Hollywood di-
rector Raymond Austin) became involved 
in Carden’s creative process by introducing 
him to her husband’s work.  

You may recognize the name Raymond 

Austin, whose distinguished career as a 
Hollywood and United Kingdom director, 
actor, and stunt coordinator has earned 
him great respect in the film industry. He 
has worked on many television shows and 
films from Spartacus and Cleopatra to The 
Avengers. He continues his career today as 
a director, novelist, and screenwriter. He 
and his wife, Wendy, live at Fox Haven in 
the Virginia countryside and permanently 
call Charlottesville home.

After securing a private interview with 
Mr. Austin, Carden performed the entire 

musical. He sang all the parts and read all 
the lines. Carden shared that throughout 
the performance Mr. Austin said nothing, 
but just looked at his watch.  When the 
performance was over, Carden nervously 
awaited Mr. Austin’s opinion. The first 
thing Mr. Austin said was, “I’m freezing, 
could you turn up the heat?” At which 
point Carden ran to the thermostat. 
Upon his return Mr. Austin next asked 
where the restroom was. Carden pointed 
it out and as Mr. Austin left the room 
he turned to Wendy and asked what she 
thought Mr. Austin thought. To which she 
replied, “The fact we have not left yet is a 
good sign he liked it.”

And so he did, he enjoyed the act very 
much; and, much to John’s relief, it turns 
out he was just timing the performance. 
Mr. Austin accepted the opportunity to di-
rect the play. John Carden’s musical vision 
of Fabulous Flavio will come to life with the 
guidance of director Raymond Austin, the 
talented musical arranger Mary Elizabeth 
Forbes, and the community stage at Pied-
mont Virginia Community College. Flavio 
will make its debut on April 2. It is sched-
uled to run from April 2-4 and 9-11 at the 
V. Earl Dickinson Theatre at PVCC.  

To create something of Fabulous Flavio’s 
magnitude is truly extraordinary. It takes 
years of hard work and imagination, and 
is an ever changing process. One person 
may have come up with the idea but it 
takes many people who believe in a dream 
to bring it to life. It is something we as a 
community can come together to enjoy. So 
reserve your tickets and the performance 
times so you won’t miss this “fabulous” 
event. I know I won’t. 
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Fabulous 
Flavio

Cast of Colorful CharaCters

In order of appearance

Teodata  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Kimberly Hoffhacker

understudy .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Christina White

Vitige  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . J . Christian Enochs

Lotario  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Tobias Gordon

Dario .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Mitchell Riggs

Ugone .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Richard Tinsler

Guido  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Gary White

Emilia  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Kate Lambert

understudy .  .  .  .  .  .  .Deanna Dellaganna
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